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To: Bucharest Stock Exchange S.A. 

       Financial Supervision Authority 

  

CURRENT REPORT 

  

Pursuant to Law no. 24/2017 on issuers of financial instruments and market operations and 

to the Romanian Financial Supervisory Authority Regulation no. 5/2018 on issuers and operations with securities 
 

Report date:    12 April 2023 

Name of issuer:    ARGUS S.A. 

Registered office:    1 Industriala Street, Constanta - Romania 

Telephone/ Fax number:   +40241.67.68.40;  +40241.63.43.67 

Sole registration code:   1872644 

Trade Register No:   13/550/1991; 

Share capital:     RON 53,670,699 

Symbol:     UARG 

Market where securities are traded:  BVB-ATS AeRO 
  

Important events to report: Litigation 

 

ARGUS SA having its registered office at 1 Industriala Street, Constanta – 900147, registered with 

the Trade Register of Constanta under number J13/550/1991, tax code number RO1872644, 

informs the shareholders and potential investors about the solution handed down on appeal, in 

litigation no. 3368/118/2014*, in which the Company acted as appellant - defendant in opposition to 

Expur SA as respondent - plaintiff: 

 Rejects the appeal as unfounded. Pursuant to art 453 paragraph 1 and 451 paragraph 2 of the 

Civil Code, the appellant Argus SA in favor of the respondent Expur SA is obliged to pay the court 

costs as follows: -30,000 lei court costs representing the lawyer's fee related to the two procedural 

phases of the appeal (reduced according to the  article 451 paragraph 2 Civil Procedure Code) -

20,000 lei court costs representing attorney fees related to the appeal request (reduced according 

to article 451 paragraph 2 of Civil Procedure Code) -5,952.86 lei court costs representing stamp 

duty related to the appeal, with the right to appeal within 30 days from communication,  appeal 

submitted to the Constanta Court of Appeal. 

The decision on the merits: Admits in part the action brought by the plaintiff Expur SA in opposition 

to the defendant Argus SA. It obliges the defendant Argus SA to pay to the plaintiff Expur SA the 

sum of 810,071.67 lei representing compensation. It rejects the rest of the claims as unfounded. It 

obliges the defendant to pay to the plaintiff the sum of 22,705.71 lei representing court costs (of 

which 10,000 lei representing the reduced attorney's fee according to the provisions of art. 451 

paragraph 1 CPC, 1,000 lei expert's fee and 11,705.71 lei judicial stamp duty). 

Argus S.A. will adopt all legal measures in order to defend the company's interests. 

 

 

Managing Director, 

Dorel RADU 


